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1. Introduction I 

Characterisation of surface finishes of machined 
components and parts in machining operations is becoming 
more important as the world tends towa,rds globalisation 
and competitiveness. Companies are choosing new tech- 
nologies to improve on the surface finish of components 
and parts. A new method of fractal characterisation of the 
spectral trace of machined surfaces is investigated in this 
work. Fractals have been used to describe and quantify 
irregular fragments or complex shapes of ,materials such as 
shore-line, clouds, plants, brain cells, gold collaids, and 
sponge iron [I, 21. Fractal analysis has also been used to 
study structural and mechanical attributes of some food 
products [3]. Kerdpiboon et al. [3] use artificial neural 
network analysis to predict shrinkage and rehydration of 
dried carrots, based on the inputs of moisture content and 

z < 

normalised fractal dimension analysis of the cell wall 
, . structure. Measured values of shrinkage' and rehydration 

were predicted with an R' > 0.95 for the entire test sam- 
ples. 

Biancolin et al. [4] investigate &I acoustic emis- 
sion diagnosis technique for the study Qf fatigue cracks 
nucleation ahd propagation on steel fractal dimension (D) 
that evolve with the number of fatigue cycles (N) of the 
specimen. This was found useful to identify the condition 
of incipient collapse due to the nueleation and propagation 
of fatigue cracks on steel. The results suggest that it is pos- 
sible to anticipate the detection of crack beginning relating 
to the other theoretical or experimental techniques. El- 
Sayed and Gaber [5] use the domaiq decomposition 
method to find the explicit and numerical solutions of the 
time fractional partial differential equations. Gaite 161 
proves the relation between the box dimension of the frac- 
tal set (for d I 3) and the exponent of the Zipf law for con- 
vex voids. The d o r  forbids the appearance of degenerate 
void shapes. Hans and Hu [7] utilise a revised fractal con- 
tact model followed Ahu to analyse the contact behaviours 
of electrode/workpiece and workpiece/workpiece inter- 
faces for aluminum alloy and low carbon steel, respec- 

, tively. A comparison with the predicted and the experi- 
mental curve illustrates that the predicted curve is in better 
agreement with the measured and the analysis results are 

energy scales in 11 + Q? fractal dimensions of a fractal M 

theory, where 4 =(& - 1)/2. Zheng et al. [ll] present a 
method to ~ a l y s e  the fractal of the ~ ~ 6 i n t  bi- 
nary and the 3-point ternary interpolatory subdivision 
schemes. 

The results presented in this paper offer a direct 
means for fast generation of fractals. Aniszewska and 
Rubaczuk [12] present the results of physical stability cal- 
culations based on single fractal approximation. Numerical 
examination of physical stability proves that the new 
model is stable. Park et al. 1131 develop a theoretical model 
to predict the porosity and specific resistance of cake layer 
based on fractal theory. The specific cake resistance de- 
creases upon increasing the floc size and decreasing the 
fractal dimension. Davila and Pares [14] use fractal and 
lacunarity analysis to examine the structure of heat- 
hduced gels of plasma proteins at pH 5.0, 6.0 and 7.0. It 
was found that the heterogeneity of cavities distribution 
pattern increased as pH dedreased. 

A closely related study to the current work is due 
to Olaosebikan [15] on the possibility of defining "surface 
finish" by means of certain parameters obtained from spec- 
tral analysis of the wave-form recorded for a given surface 
profile. The study involves the examination of five differ- 
ently machined surfaces, and from quantitative analysis of 
their spectra, a new index is proposed for assessing "sur- 
face finish" which overcomes some shortcomings of the 
traditional centerline-average (CLA) value. The results 
obtained with the CLA method give 5 1 2 4 3, while 
Olaosebikan's method yielded 5 1 2 4 3. The implication 
was that surface No.5 is most rough while surface No.3 is 
most smooth. 

From the various studies presented above, it 
seems that improvtment in the characterisation of ma- 
chined surfaces with respect to operations characterisation 
with fractals has not been addressed, which is the subject 
of the current paper. The divisions of the rest of this paper 
are as follow. The next section considers the mathematical 
model, which is the foundation of this paper. Section 3 
considers fractal characterisation in relationship with the 
trace spectra concept considered in this work. Finally, con- 
cluding remarks are given. 

right (seef.81). 
Tatlier [9] applied fractal analysis to the patterns 2. Mathematical model 

formed on the dance-floor by footwork while performing 
various dance figures. The magnitude of ftractal dimension 
is mainly dependent on simplicity/complexity of the dance 
figures and the characteristic rhythm of the music dictating 
the basic footwork and figures performed: He [lo] reveals 
possible scenarios for predicting 69 particles at different 

The mathematical model that forms the founda- 
tion for the current study is based on three sets uf equations 
and four variables. These equations and variables (X, Y, d 
and C) are related in accordance to power law. The concept 
of disk count Monte Carlo is linked to these variables and 
they are so interpreted. The fnst equation is stated as 
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here, Y is equal to the minir$um number of disks of known 
size required to cover wholly a fkactal image lying on a 2- 
D Euchidean plane. C in the expression related to the con- 
stant of proportionality. X represents the minimum number 
of disks of known size required to cover the datum length. 
Term d i n  Eq. (1) is fractal disk dimension of the fractal 
image under investigation. The formulation of Eq. (2) is 
made possible by finding the logarithm of both sides 

The third equation is a re-written form of Eq. (2) 

The spectral trace was obtained in analop form (graphi- 
cal) fiom Olaosebikan [IS]. The present fractal analysis 
required the spectral to be in digital fomi. For this reason 
five spectral traces (enlarged copies) were digitised using 
standard graph paper of 2mm by 2mm grid size. This 
seems to be the best digital resolution manually practica- 
ble. Modern digital system (digitising machine) was not 
within the reach for researchers of this study since its cost 
is prohiiive. The outputs of manually digitised spectral 
traces are shown in the next five figures (Figs. 1 to 5). The 

MI, 1 
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Fig. 1 Output of digitised spectral trace 1 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Fig. 2 Output of digitised spectral'trace 2 

Fig. 3 Output of digitised spectral.trace 3 

Fig. 4 Output of digitised spectral trace 4 

Fig. 5 Output of digitised spectral trace 5 

approach presented in this work is christened Fractal Spec 
TAO, named after one of the authors of this work for his 
contribution in the development of the methodology, 
which forms the thesis of this work. 

3. Fractal experimentation 

Five fractal images were analysed for their re- 
spective (d) as in Eq. (3). Here, it is observed that d repre- 
sents the slope of the best line through log-log plot of pair 
of (X, Y). The computation of the fiactal images was done 
using iterated functions system (IFS). Images were repre- 
sented by cluster of 8000 solution points obtained after a 
trade off of the first 1000 solution points from a common 
starting point of (1,2) that was chosen arbitrarily. The es- 
timation of Y for corresponding X follows a Monte Carlo 
procedure. The random number generator seed value used 
for all case was 5678. For fixed Xmultiple estimate of Y is 
made and the least Y value from the set is recorded for the 
purpose of analyses for the d. For more details, see the 
tables and figures for respective fractal images. Notably, 
Fortran programme was used for the implementation of 
both IFS and the Monte Carlo procedures. 

In particular, fractal analysis was applied to the 
spectral trace presented by Olaosebikan 1151. This spectral 
trace, obtained in analogue form (graphical), was digitised. 
The five spectral traces (enlarged copies) were digitised 
using standard graph paper of 2mm by 2mm grid size. The 
digital resolution obtained is the best manually practicable 
in the view of resources available to the authors. Although 
modern digital systems are available, they are rather too 
expensive, and hence are limitation of the study. The out- 
puts of the manually digitised spectral trace are shown in 
Figs. 1 to 5. 

Now, applying the fractal dncept, the log-log 
plot for all the spectral traces (1 to 5) is made, and shown 
in Figs. 6 - 11. A Fortran programme was developed and 
tested based on some running parameters which are com- 
mon to all the five cases. The seed, Iseed = 6789, the nurn- 
ber of observation scales is 20, the number of iterations is 
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20. Noticeably, for all the c&es c~nsidered computational ble 1, rank resub show that the first machined surface is 
time was found to be below 1 minute. By considering the the toughest while the fourth surface is the smoothest. 
results of-the log-log plot for the spectral ?races 1-5, fiactai Thus, the five w h i n e d  surfaces can be put simply as 
dimension by the disk count Monte Car10 qproach is , "15234" as against "51234" ranking obtained by CLA and 
summarised in Table 1. spectral index methods. It is interesting that visual assess- 

Theomtically, a curve is bound to have dimension ment of the digitised spectral traces for roughness agreed 
of at least unity. Thus, the acceptability of this result de- with the "15234" ranking in the present study. 
pen& on inherent human and computational errors. In Ta- 

Table '1 
Comparison of present results with literature results 

Fractal Lite- dimension Present disk dimension % relative absolute difference 
Koch 1.2619 1.0972 13.1 

Triangle 1.5850 1.5042 5. I 
Xmas Tree 1.4690 1.3459 - 8.1 

FracCalJ NA 1.4541 . NA 
Fractal W NA 1.4514 NA 
Fractal T 1.5850 1.4417 9.0 

I?ig. 6 Log-log plot for KOCH 

Fig. 7 Log-log ptot for Triangle 

Fig. 8 Log-log plot for Xmas 9ee 

Fig. 9 Log-log plot for Fractal J 

0.00 l I 
0.00 0.50 1.00 - 1.50 200 2.50 3.00 350 

&CX) 
Fig. 10 Log-log plot for Fractal W 

Fig. 11 Log-log plot for Fractal T 
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Referring to the graph of Disk Dimension Varia- 
tion for iiaetaI W shown &ove (Fig. 121, the Disk Dimen- 
sion appears to tend toward a finite value with a gradual 
increase in the number of observation sale.-Referring to 
Fig. 13, the percentage absolute relative'difference range 
&om 5.1% to 13.1% for all cases studied except for Fractal 
J aad Fractal W that does not have literature dimension. 
The computation involved in each of the studied six cases 
iasted under three (3) minutes. 

0 5 M IS 20 25 
NnhadSc;derd@math 

Fig. 12 Disk dimension variation fo# Fractal W 

Fig. 13 Scatter diagram of fractal W (8000 points3 

Referring to the log-log plot for spectral trace 1 
(Fig. 14) fractal dimension by the disk count Monte Carlo 
approach is 1.1007 to four decimal. Referring to the lag- 
log plot for spectral trace 2 shown above fractal dimension 
by the disk count Monte Carlo approach is 1.0864 to four 
decimal. Referring to the log-log plot for the spectral trace 
3 (Fig. 16) the fractal dimension by the disk count Monte 

4.5 

4.0 

3.5 

3.0 

Fig. 14 Log-log plot for spectral trace 1 

Carlo approach is 0.9355 to four decimal. Theo~e t idy  a 
curve is bound to have dimension of at least a UMTY! 
Thus the acceptability of this result is solely on inherent 
buman b d  computational errors. Referring to the log-log 
plot for spectral trace 4 (Fig. 17) the acceptability of di- 
mension of 0.91 13 is as argued for spectral trace 3 with 
dimension of 0.9355. * 

Fig. 15 Log-log plot for spectral trace 2 

Referring to the log-log plot for spectral trace 4 
(Fig. 17) bctal-dimension by the disk count Monte Carlo 
approach is 1.0940 to four decimal. For illustration pur- 
pose, we report the procedure in transforming original data 
on the application of Monte Carlo approach in the search 
for minimum number of disk (known size) required to 
cover a particular spectral trace. Here, the example of 
S ~ c t r a l  trace 5 is given. Spectral trace 5 had the highest 
value of product of (d & C). d & C chmcterise the best 
line of fit to the data point on the two planes (circle size 
number versus corresponding measure). d is slope and C is 
intercept on the log-log 2-dimensional plane. Table 2 is 
used to obtain Table 3. To obtain Table 3, maintain column 
one of Table 2, search for minimum entry among (Y1 to 
Y20) of Table 2 and the results of this search form the en- 
tries for column two of Table 2 (from row 1 to row 20). 
Table 3 shows the rank of spectral trace dinension. From 

L d x )  
Fig. 16 Log-log plot for spectra1 trace 3 
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LogtX) ' 
Fig. 17 Log-log plot for spectral trace 4 
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Table 2 
ResuIts of twenty iterations by Monte Carlo approach in search of minimum number of disk (known size) required to 

cover spectral trace (5) 

Table 3, the characterising index is defined as a product of Referring to Table 4, the product of d & C is the 
two parameters (d & C) instead of just (4. The justifica- highest for machined surface five (2.415342) and the smal- 
tion is that to uniquely define a straight line on a graph we 
need only two things (the slope and intercept). This is what Table 4 
was done to uniquely differentiate one surface from an- Ranked product of (d & C )  for the five machined surfaces 
.other. There is a possibility of two surfaces having the 
same fractal disk dimension. 

Table 3 
Ranked results of spectral trace dimension 

Referring to Table 3, the ranked results show that 
the first machined surface had the highest fkactal disk di- 
mension while the fourth machined surface had the small- 
est. Disk dimensions for the five machined surfaces are 
different. For the purpose of machined surface raughness 
characterisation a well-defmted unique parameter is re- 
quired. One such parameter is the product of (d  & C )  de: 
fined under Eq. (1). b e  (d & C) are defined Eq. (1) is 
uniquely defined and the characterisation of five or more 
machined surfaces as in the present study becomes a possi- 
bility (See Table 4). 

Spectral traces 

Trace 1 

Trace 5 

Trace 2 

Trace 3 - 

Trace 4 

0.0 0.3 
'.O ~ogtf j )  

2.0 2 5 3.0 3.: 

Fig. 18 Log-log plot for spectra trace 5 

Disk dimension 
1.1007 

1.0949 

1 .Oft64 

0.9355 

0.91 13 
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lest for machined surface b u r  (i.e. 1.%9179). Thus, the 
machined surface five is @e roughest while machined sur- 
fhce four is the smoothes. The product of (d & C) for the 
five machiined sudkes are different. Roughness of the five 
machined surfaces ranked as "51234" as against "51243" 
ranking obtained by CLA and Spectral Index methods (see 
Fig. 18). This amount is about 60% of agreement assumin- 
gno error was made. The deviation from perfect agreement 
may be due to human error at digitisation level. Or possi- 
bly the present results may be a manifestation of the supe- 
riority of the present method over both CLA and Spectral 
Index method This definitely will require fiuther research 
for clarification. 

4 Conclusions 

The current study shows a new method, chris- 
tened Fractal Spec TAO, which seems promising in csti- 
mating the disk dimension of fractal image. Computational 
test is carried out using the method on five machined 
workpiece surfaces. The results obtained are ranked and 
compared with CLA method and the spectral index 
method. The product of (d & C) for the five machined sur- 
h is different, establishing uniqueness of the proposed 
method. However, the ranked results of product of (d & C) 
partidly agreed with both CLA and Spectral index meth- 
ods. The study shows the possibility of fractal disk dimen- 
sion characterisation of machined surfaces provided human 
error at digitisation level can be eliminated. It is also con- 
cluded that the complexity of the spectral trace implies the 
ielative roughness of machined surface. With availability 
of digitiser this new method can be integrated to a machine 
components producing machine as a qualit). control unit. 
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PAVIRSIAUS APDOROJIMO KOKYBES 
NUSTATYMAS FRAKTALINE ANaLIZE 
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Straipsnyje siiilomas naujas metodas mechaniaai 
apdirbQ pavidiy kokybei nustatyti fraktaline analize. Tai 
ga lm bati Olaosebikaineno spektrinb analizes metodo, 
skirto pavirtiaus apdirbimo kokybei nustatyti, patobulini- 
mas. Matematinis modelis paremtas Monte Karlo Ziedq 
skaiEiavimu priartejimo metodu. Jis buvo iSplttotas ir pa- 
tikrintas modetiuojant gautus rezultatus Fortrano progra- 
mavimo kalba parengta programa. Tyrineti penki apdirbti 
pavidiai, kurie buvo sukiasifikuoti atsihelgiant i fiaktali- 
nius matmenis, nustatytns atitinkamam pavirgiui pagal jo 
spektro juostq. RuoFiniai, apdirbti skirtingomis operacijo- 
mis, turi savq pavirSiaus ypatybq, priklausomq nuo pasi- 
rinkto apdirbimo biido (frezavimo, Slifavimo ir t. t.). Pagal 
turimus MIS (A, B, C, D, E ir F) fiaktalinius atvaizdus 
buvo nustatyti atitinkami spektriniai fraktaliniai matmenys. 
Spejama, kad 9ie ivertinamieji rodikliai sutaps su ivertina- 
maisiais rodikliais, gautais CLA ir spektrinio indekso me- 
todais. Prietingai, ivertinamieji rezdtatai skiriasi nuo re- 
zultath gautq CLA ir spektrinio indekso metodais. Naujas 
metodas, atrodo, yra geresnes kokybes palyginti su CLA ir 
spektrinio indekso metodais, kadangi yra tikslesnis, gero- 
kai sutrumpeja apskaiEiavimo trukme. Absoliutus minew 
metodq rezultatq tarpusavio skirtumas sudaro 13.1%. Skai- 
Ciavimai trunka tik 3 minutes. 
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B. Alabi, T.A.O. Salau, S.X. Oke F. Ana6~, T.A.O. Canay, C.A. O K ~  

.SURFACE FINISH Q~ALITY CHARACTERISATION OL@HKA KAYECTBA ~~UikMHof i  OBPMOTKE 
OF MACHJNED WORKPIECES USING FRACTAL ~ o ~ E P I X Y T O R  II0BEPXHOCTI-I WPl llOMOLl@4 
ANALYSIS cfiPAKTAJIbHOT0 AHkTM3A 

S u m m a r y  

A new method on machined surface finish quality 
characterization wing fractal analysis is proposed. This 
seems to be an improvement on Olaoskbikan's spectral 
analysis index method for surface finish assessment. 
Mathematical model based on disk count:Monte Carlo ap- 
proach is developed and tested with simulated results fiom 
computer pr-e written in Fortran. Test cases invofue" 
five-finished machine surfaces (work pieces) that are 
ranked based on fractal dimensions ob&ed for the re- 
spective machined surface spectral trace. The workpieces, 
made using different machining operations (milling, grind- 
ing, etc.), have their quality of finishing described as a 
hc t ion  of the machine operation that! each workpiece 
passes through. The respective spectral f+ctal dimensions 
of six fractal images (A, B, C, D, E and F) were then ob- 
tained. The conjecture is that the ranked ~ s u l t s  will agree 
with rmkiig obtained by both CLA anil spectral index 
methods. Contrarily, the ranked results disagreed with both 
CJA and spectral traoe results. The new method seems 
superior to bath CLA and spectral trace approaches since a 
higher accuracy and much less computation time is ob- 
served. The maximum percentage relative absolute differ- 
ence is 13.1%, and the computation time is as short as 3 
minutes. 

B &=be npemoxkH H O B S ~ ~  M ~ T O ~  o u e m  Kaqe- 
m a  M-OR o6pa6o~~e nonsepr~y~oii nosepxnom 
n p ~  nordomi 4paKTarrn~oi-o anam3a. 3r0 MOXW 6blm 
ycosepnreHcTBoaamerd m a a  Onaoce6~~ahena  npen- 
na3naqemom p%vr onpenenem xcaqecrBa ~ ~ l l r ~ l r r ~ o i i  ' 

o6pa6ur~~ nasepxnow rrpn noMom cnempanbnom 
marma Ma~e~na~rnec~ax  ~ o ~ e n b  ocHpipaana Ha noncveTe 
Koneq Mos-rreKapno.~eww~ nocneAosaxmaoro n p ~ -  
6mmem.  08 6b~1  p-m H np0BqeI-I MOAewpOBaHUeM 
nonyqembrx pe3ymTaToB Ha mace npoTpaMmipoBaAkIR 
@oprpa~ n p m m a n e t ~ ~ f o ~  nporpame. 31ccnepme~- 
W b H O  ilCCneAOBWlOCb m b  MexaxwxecKn 0 6 p a 6 o ~ a ~ ~ b ~  
no~epniomfi, KoTopHe 6 m  m a c c ~ ~ ~ o ~ a a b r  y w -  
~ b ~ ~ a a  @pamammxe pawepar ycmwomexme onpe- 
~eslennaEf noeepxnocTa no ee cneKTpoebrna nomcana. 3a- 
~ B K H ,  o6pdoTannbxe pmnbmn o m p ~ n ,  HMWT 

onpeneneniioe c~o i tmo ,  s a s ~ c m o e  OT ~~~~~~~~~o 
cnoco6a 0 6 p a 6 m  (tppe3eposanw, nun;r+o~amx N T.A.). 
n o  m m m w c r  m e m  (A, B, C, D, E n F) tppammbwr~ 
m 0 6 p a x c e ~  ~ ~ I I I R  YCTarrOBneHbl C O O T B ~ y r O ~ e  
cnercrpanbme 4pcummmxe pamepbr. lIpennonaraeTcx, 
w o  m oqemmamuwe no~a3amm 6y.4y-r c o s n a ~ m  c 
o q e m a m ~  noma-remu, nonyqem.mai MeToAam 
CLA H cnexcrpansaom arrsercca. Hao6opar, o u e m m -  
m e  pe3y~lbrnn1 o ~ m n a ~ n : ~  OT pe3ym~a~oa norry9en- 
abnr ~ e r o n a m  CLA II CnexcrpsuIbHom meKca. HosbIZi 
MemA K ~ X C ~ T C X  6onee EtauecIgemnm no cpaBHeHElro c 
M ~ O M  CLA H cneqamaoro mexca: OH 6onee TO- 

yen, 3aawiemHo yMemmeHo spem, aeofixonu~oe wur 
nOp(CWlTIB Pe3YJIbTaTOB mMep=. A~COIWTHW~ pwm- 
aa M- pe3ymmmm =Mepenmi y n o a q m n m  M- 
~ami  cocmme;r 13.1%. Pacsem npomeomd 3a 3 Ma- 
-1. 
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